certain type realizing the threshold functions.
Let N denote the set {l,..., n}. Let P,(N) denote the set of all subsets of N with k elements (k-subsets of N). If A,, . . . , Ak are disjoint sets, P(A1, . . . , Ak) denotes the set of all k-sets (a,, . . . , ak}. where ai E Ai for 1 <i G L. A family r={P(A;..
. . ,A:),. . ., P(A;,. . . , A!)} is a coveting for Pk (N) if Pk (N) = U F. Let L(r)= i i #(A;). i=lj=l Let g&r) be the minimum of L(r) over all coverings for P&V). The problem we deal with is to find a lower bound o 1 g,J n). This problem arises in the study of Boolean formulas representing thrc: ihold functions, and a tight estimate for g*(n) was achieved by Hansel [ 1] and Krichevskii [3] (see also Pippenger [4] ).
Main result
Theorem. Let 2 s k s n. Then g&F n l logn-log(k-1) logk-log(k-1)'
Remark that for k = 2 this bound equals to n l log, n and thus coincide with previous mentioned results. In general, above bound is fl(k l n l log n), i.e. bounded from above and below by a positive constant times k l n l log n. Since Lombining (5) and (6) we get irC -1) l k" a 2 (k -1)Pm l k"-k m = 1 (7) or (8) In view of (1) we shall look for the minimum of IF,= I p,,, under constraint (8), where pm varies over the positive real numbers. Set The theorem follows.
